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John Kozlowski

From: John Kozlowski <John@Kozlowski.org>

Sent: Sunday, June 21, 2020 9:30 PM

To: Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski (Outlook); 'Dorothy-Jane Kozlowski'; 'Erika Leigh Sams'; 'Jack 

Cross'; 'Tirzah Kozlowski'; 'Julia Williams'; 'Isaac Owen Williams'; Jim Cross 

(JimCross@LexcomInc.net); 'jimcross45@gmail.com'

Subject: George - You remain on my mind!

Attachments: Kozlowski@2020-06-21+1~720.webm

George, 
 
A short video to you is attached. 
 
I missed my weekly goal and only did 22 miles.  But the last mile was to visit Lynn and Gary in the Acts 20:20 model and 
for my joy.  We had planned to play chess.  I played Gary a couple weeks ago and this time Lynn then Gary again.  There 
is no passion in me to play chess, but there is one to encourage.  Lynn and Gary are both written off by the world, but 
they are the ones in my path, such as my friends Mike, Paul, Paul, Alex, Trey, and others.  I do this for my joy and 
because I am a follower of the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
For whatever reason, especially during my hike to Publix today, you were on my mind.  You did reach out to me last 
year.  You probably still don’t know that I have reached back dozens of times.  I’m still reaching out to you and all of our 
family. 
 
Two copies of the VAXXED II DVD arrived and if you or anyone else is interested, I would be happy to send you one.  The 
question I have asked before remains, should your name be on the bus? 
 
I reached out to Jim Cross again yesterday in my continued effort to reconcile with him.  My assumption is that he will 
remain silent.  The last two paragraphs are quoted below. 
 

If being a follower of Christ has any meaning or value to you, if you have love in your heart to any member of my 
family, I will again suggest you take the offer for serious dialog with me.  Let’s celebrate reconciliation.  That 
sounds so much better than evidence being made widely public about being an unloving fraud. 
 
Please keep in mind those magnificent words in 2nd Peter 3:15 “our beloved brother Paul”.  Let’s follow that 
model! 

 
I set before him my plans to continue to strive for a reconciled family.  The email is online. 
 
A video was done today that should go public tomorrow entitled “Seriously, Go Buy a Slave!”  While still not as clear as I 
would like, it has been said.  Since I know that others have done what I suggest, it is my hope that this will continue. 
 
It is interesting timing that the video “Foundation ● Dialegomai ► Reasoned” hit 100 combined views today.  However, 
the concept seems to be illegal in the institutional church and our family.  No matter what happens, it is the Lord’s 
command and I hope you will follow it. 
 
George, I love you, your siblings, and especially your mom.  The offer to hike Big Frog Mountain remains. 

John Kozlowski 
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Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man. 

Ecclesiastes 12:13 
 

 

 


